To our Players, Parents and Fans:
This email will act as an update for all players, parents and fans. We will continue to operate
our leagues as scheduled. We have and will continue to make enhancements to our safety
programs, both in general and related to our Covid-19 response. Please see below for updates
to our existing program:
1. SCREENING: We will continue during peak hours to have a gate for entry where all
entrants are required to have their temperature checked and fill out (one per family) a
screening and contact questionnaire. There is a $3 Entrance fee for adults (coaches and
players free). We are emphasizing this as some of the parents entering are unaware.
Please be sure you and/or your teams are aware of this. We have added 4-5 staff
members per shift for increased safety protocols and gate is a requirement at this time.
2. INCREASED SPACE: We have increased the available space for our fields by removing all
bleachers. These have been replaced with a reduced amount of chairs significantly
increasing the space. Disinfecting protocol will continue.
3. DECREASED OCCUPANCY: Our soccer facility is set up in a manner where we need to
reduce entrants. We request that each coach/player/trainee be accompanied by as
reduced of a group as possible. If your household situation allows, ideal situations are
that each player/trainee is accompanied by only one (1) parent as a spectator. This
step is critical in order to reduce occupancy and allow for a safer playing and spectating
environment.
4. MASK MANDATE: All entrants are required to wear masks at all times unless you are a
player participating on the field. Coaches please wear masks while coaching and manage
your player boxes with the best spacing possible and masks when needed.
**Please share this updated information with your teams and ask that they adhere to our
policies. Following the above updates allows our kids the best chance to continue to play –
where they can exercise and compete as safely as possible given these tough times.
Thank you,
TC SPORTS

